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APPENDIX-12 

IN THE COURT OF CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, SONITPUR 

TEZPUR 

 
Present:- Sri Nabajit Bhatta. AJS. MA, LL.B.  

Chief Judicial Magistrate,  
Sonitpur, Tezpur  

 
 

[Date of the Judgment] 
30.06.2022 

 
 

[GR Case No-1573 of 2015]  
 
 

(FIR NO-85/2015 DATED-28.06.2015/ WRONGFUL RESTRAINT/VOLUNTARILY 
CAUSING HURT BY DANGEROUS WEAPONS OR MEANS AND JAMUGURI POLICE 

STATION) 

COMPLAINANT : 

STATE OF ASSAM 

OR 

Smt. Dilimai Das, 

W/O:- Late Bidaram Das, 

R/O:- Panpur Chengelimara, 

P/S:- Jamuguri,   

Dist:- Sonitpur, Assam 

REPRESENTED BY 
Mr. Nalini Kanta Mishra, Ld. Addl. P.P 

Smt. Karabi Das, Asst. P.P. 

 

ACCUSED PERSON 

Sri Ramdhenu Das, 
S/O:- Late Kinkar @ Ratneshwar Das, 
R/O:- Panpur Chengelimara,  
P/S:- Jamuguri  
Dist:-Sonitpur, Assam 

REPRESENTED BY Mr. M. Tirki, Ld. Counsel 
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APPENDIX-13 

Date of Offence 
 

27.06.2015 

Date of FIR 
 

28.06.2015  

Date of Charge Sheet 
 

27.08.2015 

Date of Framing of Charge 
 

05.09.2016 

Date of commencement of evidence 
 

18.11.2016, 06.10.2017 
31.05.2018, 17.03.2022 
04.05.2022 

Date on which judgment is reserved 
 

13.06.2022 & 27.06.2022 

Date of Judgment 
 

30.06.2022 

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any 
 

30-06-2022 

 

ACCUSED DETAILS : 

Rank of 
the 

Accused 

Name of the 
accused 

Date of 
Arrest 

Date of 
Release 
on Bail 

Offences 
charged 

with 

Whether 
acquitted 
or 
convicted 

Sentenced 

Imposed 
Period of 
Detention 
undergon
e during 
Trial for 

purpose of 
Sec. 428 
Cr.P.C.  

 
 

A-1 
 

Sri Ramdhenu 
Das 

29.06.20
15 

13.08.20
15 

Sec-341/ 
324 of 
IPC 

Convicted 
U/S: 324 
of I.P.C. 

S.I. for 
one month 
U/S: 324 
I.P.C. and 
to pay fine 

of 
Rs.1,000/- 
I/D S.I. for 
15 days. 

45 Days 
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IN THE COURT OF CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, SONITPUR:: TEZPUR 

G. R. Case No-1573 of 2015 

 
State of Assam     
 –Vs–  
Sri Ramdhenu Das                          ….…...Accused Person  

 
Under section-341/324 of I.P.C 

 
 
Present:       Sri Nabajit Bhatta AJS. MA, LL.B.  

Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur at Tezpur  

30-th day of June, 2022 
 
Mr. N. K. Mishra, Addl. P.P         ……………………… Advocate for the State 

Mr. M. Tirki               …………………… Advocate for the Accused  

 
Date of Hearing   : 18.11.2016, 06.10.2017, 31.05.2018,  

   17.03.2022 & 04.05.2022 

Date of Argument   : 13.06.2022 & 27.06.2022 

Date of Judgment   : 30.06.2022        

 
J U D G M E N T 

1. Prosecution story in brief is as follows that informant Smt. Dilimai Das lodged 

an FIR before O/C of Jamuguri Police Station to the effect that on 27.06.2015 

at about 08:30 PM, while her son namely, Sri Basit Das was standing infront of 

their house, accused Sri Ramdhenu Das without any reason stabbed her son 

with a dao on his neck and causing grievous cut injuries to her son. It is also 

stated that thereafter, her son was immediately taken to Dholaibil PHC and 

from there her son was referred to Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur for further 

treatment. Hence, the case.  

2. The instant case was registered under section-341/324 of Indian Penal Code 

and the police investigated the same. After completion of the investigation 

police submitted the charge-sheet against the accused person, namely, Sri 

Ramdhenu Das under section-341/324 of I.P.C. 
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3. That my Ld. Predecessor in office took cognizance of the offence against the 

accused person. On appearance of the accused person copies of relevant 

documents were furnished to the accused person and the charge under section-

341/324 of I.P.C. was framed against the accused and the said charge was 

read over and explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried. 

4. Prosecution in order to prove the case has examined as many as seven (07) 

numbers of witnesses in support of the case. Defence plea was total denial. 

Defence has adduced no evidence. Statement of the accused person has been 

recorded U/S-313 of Cr. P.C. 

5. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

(i.) Whether on 27.06.2015 at about 08:30 PM, accused 

wrongfully restrained the son of the informant, namely, Basit 

Das and thereby committed an offence punishable under 

section-341 of I.P.C? 

 
(ii.) Whether on the same date, time and place, accused 

voluntarily caused hurt to the son of the informant, namely, 

Basit Das by means of a sharp weapon and thereby 

committed an offence punishable under section-324 of IPC? 

6. Heard argument from Ld. Counsels of both sides. On perusal of the evidences 

on record and case diary the very findings are as follows. 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

7. The prosecution opening the account of examining the witnesses first brought 

the informant, namely, Smt. Dilimai Das as PW-1. The PW-1 in her evidence-in-

chief has stated that the incident took place in the year 2015, one day at about 

08:30 P.M., when her son Basit Das was standing in front of their house, then 

her son made hue and cry saying that accused Sri Ramdhenu Das has cut him. 

On hearing the same, she immediately rushed to him and saw injuries on his 

neck and from the injuries blood was oozing out. She also stated that she saw 

his collar bone has been cut and she wrapped his injuries by the chadar which 
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she was wearing and took him inside her house. She further deposed that she 

asked the accused and his brother Janemon Das who resides just infront of 

their house that why accused Ramdhenu has caused cut injury to her son but 

they did not give any reply. When she took her son to the house of Gaonburha, 

then accused and his brother Janemon chased her to the house of Gaonburah. 

Thereafter, her son was taken to Dholaibil hospital and then to Kanaklata Civil 

Hospital, Tezpur and got admitted there for ten days. She further stated that on 

the next day, she lodged the ejahar before the police station and put thumb 

impression thereon.   

8. PW-1 in her cross-examination stated that at the time of occurrence she was 

inside her house. She also stated that she has not seen the occurrence herself. 

She further stated that there was no enmity between the accused and their 

family prior to this occurrence. She also stated that if there was any quarrel 

between the accused and her son, she could not say.  

9. CW-1, Sri Basit Das being the victim of this case has stated that the informant 

is his mother. He stated that he knows the accused person of this case and the 

house of the accused is in front of their house. He also stated that the incident 

took place in the year 2015 . He also stated that on the date of alleged incident 

at about 8:30 PM when he was standing in front of their house, then accused 

person came and inflicted him with a dao on his neck and due to that he 

sustained cut injury on her collar bone. He stated that then he immediately 

shouted that accused Ramdhenu Das has cut him and immediately, his mother 

came out from their house and wrapped his injury with the Chadar which she 

was wearing. He also deposed that when his mother took him to the house of 

Gaonburah, accused along with brother Janemon Das chased them. Then they 

entered into the house of one Amrit Prabha and from the back door they went 

to the house of Gaonburha who sent them to Jamuguri PS. Thereafter, police 

took him to Dholaibil hospital and then to KCH, Tezpur and got treatment there 

for 3/4 days and referred him to TMCH, Tezpur and then to GMCH, Guwahati. 

He stated that he took treatment at TMCH for another three days and finally he 

took treatment at GMCH for three days. He also stated that he sustained injury 
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over his collar bone which could not joined but he got 5-6 stitches on his 

injuries. He further stated that he has to bear about Rs.80,00,000/- for the 

treatment of his injuries as a result of this incident. He stated that his right 

hand has become inactive and he could not do any work with his hand. Now, 

he is totally dependent on his mother.  

10. CW-1 in his cross-examination has stated that he could not remember the date 

of occurrence. He also stated that he did not know whether any case was 

lodged against him before Jamuguri Police Station. 

11. PW-2, Sri Prabhat Ch. Das in his evidence-in-chief has stated that he knows the 

informant and the accused person of this case. He also stated that the incident 

took place on 27.06.2015 at about 08:30 PM and on that day at about 09:30 

P.M., he came back from market and the informant Dilimai Das came to his 

house and informed him that accused Ramdhenu Das had assaulted her son 

Basit Das in front of the house of the accused. He instructed her to take the 

injured to hospital. He further stated that on the next day morning he came to 

know that the injured Basit Das was admitted at TMCH.   

12. PW-2 in his cross-examination has stated that he was not present at the time of 

occurrence. He stated that he has not seen the occurrence. He further stated 

that he has no personal knowledge about the occurrence.  

13. PW-3, Sri Krishna Das stated in his evidence-in-chief that the informant is his 

mother. He also knows the accused person of this case. he further stated that 

the occurrence took place on 27.06.2015 at about 08:30 P.M. and on that day, 

his mother Dilimai Das went to his maternal uncle‟s house and he and his 

brother Basit Das were in their house. He also stated that his brother went to 

call his mother but in a short while he returned to their house shouting “Katile-

katile”. Then he saw cut injury near the collarbone of his brother and he went 

outside of his house and saw the accused person was running with a dao to his 

house from the road. He stated that the house of the accused is situated just 

infront of their house. He further stated that his mother came back and after 

that the accused again chased them with a dao and they saved themselves by 

entering into the house of their neighbour Amitprava Das and then they went 
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to the house of Gaonburha and then to Jamuguri Police Station. He also stated 

that police took his brother to Dholaibil PHC and later on, taken to KCH, Tezpur 

where he took treatment for 3 to 4 days as in patient. His mother lodged the 

ejahar.  

14. PW-3 in his cross-examination has stated that he was at his home at the time 

of occurrence. He further stated that his house is situated just near the road (at 

about 20 feet). He stated that they have five rooms in pour house and in the 

2nd room he was reading at the time of occurrence. He further stated that 

between their house and his maternal uncle‟s house there are 4 to 5 houses. 

He also stated that he has not seen the occurrence and only came to know 

about the incident when his brother came to their house shouting “katile-

katile”.   

15. PW-4, Sri Amritprabha Das stated in his evidence-in-chief that he knows the 

informant and the accused person of this case. He also stated that he does not 

know anything about the occurrence. Police did not record his statement. The 

cross-examination of PW-4 was declined by defence side.   

16. PW-5, Sri Bogai Das stated in his evidence-in-chief that he knows the informant 

who is his aunty. He also knows the accused person of this case. He stated that 

the incident took place around 3 years back at about 08:30 PM and on the date 

of alleged incident while he was at his home, the informant informed him over 

phone that accused stabbed her son Basit Das. Thereafter, he went to Dholaibil 

hospital wherein he saw the cut injury mark on the neck of Basit Das and also 

saw his blood stain cloths. Thereafter, the injured was referred to kanaklata 

Civil Hospital, Tezpur wherein he was admitted for about 4 days. He stated that 

police seized one dao in connection with this case. He identified the seizure list 

as Ext-1 wherein he put his signature as Ext-1(1). 

17. PW-5 in his cross-examination stated that his house is about 2 KMs away from 

the place where the incident took place. He stated that he had not seen the 

alleged incident. He also stated that although he put signature on the seizure 

list but he had not seen the seized dao at police station.       
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18. PW-6, Dr. Sishir Baidya being the Medical Officer of this case has deposed that 

on 27.06.2015 he was posted as Sub-Divisional Medical and Health Officer at 

North Jamuguri CHC and on that day at about 10 PM, he examined one Sri 

Basit Das and on examination, he found the following alleged history of physical 

assault:- (i) Laceration over right upper chest 7cm x 0.5cm; (ii) Laceration over 

left upper chest 5 cm x 0.5 cm. He opined that the nature of injuries is simple 

and caused by sharp object. Later on, the patient was referred to KCH, Tezpur 

for needful. He identified the medical report as P.Ext-2 wherein he put his 

signature as P. Ext-2(1).  PW-6 in his cross-examination has stated that the 

injuries of the victim may cause on falling over hard substance. 

19. PW-7, Prafulla Bhuyan (Retired ASI) being the Investigating Officer of this case 

has stated in his evidence-in-chief that on 28.06.2015 he was posted at 

Jamuguri PS as ASI and on that day, one Dilimai Das lodged an ejahar before 

O/C of Jamuguri PS and accordingly, O/C of Jamuguri PS registered the same 

as Jamuguri PS Case No-85/2015 under section-341/326 of IPC. Thereafter, 

O/C of Jamuguri P.S. endorsed him to investigate the case. He identified the 

FIR as P. Ext-3 and P. Ext-3(1) is the signature of OC of Jamuguri PS which is 

known to him. He also stated that accordingly he started his investigation by 

visiting the place of occurrence and drew up the sketch map. He identified the 

sketch map as P. Ext-4 and P. Ext-4(1) is his signature. He further stated that 

he recorded the statement of informant and other witnesses. He stated that on 

the date of incident, the victim was took medical treatment by his relatives and 

he collected the medical report. He also stated that he seized one dao from the 

place of occurrence through Ext.1(2) is his signature. Thereafter, he 

apprehended the accused person and forwarded him before the Hon‟ble Court. 

After completion of the investigation he handed over the case diary to O.C. of 

Jamuguri P.S. and SI Umesh Bordoloi submitted charge sheet against accused 

Ramdhenu Das u/s-341/324 of IPC. P. He also identified the charge sheet as P. 

Ext-5 and P. Ext-5(1) is the signature of SI Umesh Bordoloi which is known to 

him.  
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20. PW-7 in his cross-examination stated that he did not submit charge sheet of 

this case. He also stated that he seized the dao from the hand of accused when 

he was at his house. He further stated that he apprehended the accused from 

his house and he arrested the accused person on police station after 

interrogation. He also stated that he has not seen the seized dao in the court.  

21. I have minutely perused the evidence on record including the cross examination 

of the witnesses. In this case prosecution side has examined total eight 

numbers of witnesses including the informant, victim, the medical officer and 

I.O. etc.  The PW-1 is the informant -cum- mother of the victim CW-1 has  

stated that in the year 2015, on the day of incident at 8-30 p.m. she heard hue 

and cry of his son that accused Sri Ramdhenu Das has cut him and on hearing 

the same, she immediately rushed to him and saw injuries on his neck and 

collar bone of his son has been cut and from the injuries blood was oozing out 

and she wrapped his injuries by the chadar which she was wearing and took 

him inside her house  In this case the PW-3 was the brother of victim (CW-1) 

and also eye witness who saw the accused running with a dao after commission 

of offence to his house from the road. PW-3 has deposed that on 27.06.2015 at 

about 08:30 PM his brother Basit Das went to call his mother but in a short 

while he returned to their house shouting “Katile-katile”. Then he saw cut injury 

near the collarbone of his brother and he went outside of his house and saw 

the accused person was running with a dao to his house from the road.  That 

means the PW-3 had seen a dao at the hand of the accused person. CW-1 

victim has deposed that on the day of incident at about 8:30 PM when he was 

standing in front of their house, then accused person came and inflicted him 

with a dao on his neck and due to that he sustained cut injury on her collar 

bone. He stated that then he immediately shouted that accused Ramdhenu Das 

has cut him and immediately, his mother came out from their house and 

wrapped his injury with the Chadar which she was wearing. That the statement 

given by the CW-1 that the accused person came and inflicted him with a dao 

on his neck and due to that he sustained cut injury on her collar bone. Then he 

immediately shouted that accused Ramdhenu Das has cut him and 
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immediately, his mother came out from their house and wrapped his injury with 

the Chadar which she was wearing has been corroborated by the statement of 

PW-1 and PW-3.  

22. PW-5 who was the hearsay witness of the incident has also deposed that after 

getting information from the informant he went to Dholaibil hospital wherein he 

saw the cut injury mark on the neck of Basit Das and also saw his blood stain 

cloths.  

23. From perusal of the Medical Report (Ext-3) it appears that the victim (CW-1) 

has sustained cut injury over right upper chest 7cm x 0.5cm; and over left 

upper chest 5 cm x 0.5 cm and both injuries are simple and caused by sharp 

object. That simple injury of victim  caused by sharp weapon has been proved 

by the Medical Report (Ext-3). 

24. That the statement given by the CW-1 that on the day of incident he has 

sustained injury on his collar bone from the assault with dao by the accused 

was corroborated by the statement of the  PW-1, PW-3 & PW-5. I have not 

found any reason to disbelieve the statement of the PW-1 & PW-3 who were 

the witnesses of the alleged incident. The alleged „dao‟ was also seized by the 

I.O. from the hand of the accused person. So from the evidence of these 

witnesses it appears that on the day of incident the accused Ramdhenu Das 

assaulted with dao on the neck of the victim Basit Das and caused simple injury 

to him.  

25.  From the above discussion it is proved that the accused person was involved 

with the incident of assault by dao upon the victim Basit Das. So, I have found 

sufficient incriminatory materials against the accused Ramdhenu Das  u/s : 324 

of IPC.   

26. However it was not proved that the accused Ramdhenu Daswrongfully 

restrained the victim Basit Das before assaulting him. So, from the evidence of 

complainant and other witnesses I have not found sufficient materials u/s: 341 

I.P.C. against the accused Ramdhenu Das. 
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27. Accordingly the Prosecution has proved the case against the accused Sri 

Ramdhenu Das u/s: 324 I.P.C. beyond reasonable doubt. Hence, the accused 

Sri Ramdhenu Das is found guilty U/S 324 I.P.C 

28. I have considered extending the beneficial provisions of the Probation of 

Offenders Act to the accused person who is found guilty, but I refrained myself 

from doing so as the same would send a wrong signal to the society. 

29. Heard, the guilty accused is on question of sentenced. The accused person has 

submitted that he is a poor person and he has families to support and 

sentencing them to imprisonment will cause immense hardship to his families.  

So, the submissions so made was considered vis a vis the fact and the 

circumstances of the case and considering all aspects I am declined to inflict a 

harsh punishment on the guilty accused person. 

                                ORDER. 

         Accused Sri Ramdhenu Das is held guilty U/S: 324 I.P.C. and is convicted 

and sentenced to undergo S.I. for one month U/S: 324 I.P.C. and to pay fine of 

Rs.1,000/- I/D S.I. for 15 days. The period of detention already undergone by 

the accused Sri Ramdhenu Das shall be set off. 

         However the accused Sri Ramdhenu Das is acquitted from the charge 

U/S: 341 I.P.C. and set at liberty forthwith. 

          Bail-bond of the accused Sri Ramdhenu Das stand cancelled. 

          Furnish free copy of Judgment to the accused Sri Ramdhenu Das. 

          Judgment is prepared and pronounced in open court. Given under my 

hand & seal of this court on this 30th day of June, 2022 at Tezpur.   

 

 

          (Sri Nabajit Bhatta) 

Dictated and Corrected by me                     Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

                                     Sonitpur: Tezpur 

  
     

   Chief Judicial Magistrate, 
                     Sonitpur: Tezpur 
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APPENDIX -14 

LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT WITNESSES 

A. Prosecution: 

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE (EYE WITNESS, 
POLICE WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS, 
MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS, 

OTHER WITNESS) 

PW-1 Smt. Dilimai Das INFORMANT  

PW-2 Sri Prabhat Ch. Das OTHER WITNESS 

PW-3 Sri Krishna Das OTHER WITNESS  

PW-4 Sri Amritprabha Das OTHER WITNESS 

PW-5 Sri Bogai Das OTHER WITNESS 

PW-6 Dr. Sishir Baidya MEDICAL WITNESS  

PW-7 Sri Prafulla Bhuyan, ASI POLICE WITNESS  

 
B. Defence Witnesses, if any: 

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE (EYE WITNESS, 
POLICE WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS, 
MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS, 

OTHER WITNESS) 

CW-1 Sri Basit Das VICTIM  

 
C. Court Witnesses, if any: 

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE (EYE WITNESS, 
POLICE WITNESS, EXPERT WITNESS, 
MEDICAL WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS, 

OTHER WITNESS) 

NIL NIL NIL 

 
LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT EXHIBITS 

A. Prosecution: 

Sr. No. Exhibit Number Description 

1 Ext-1/PW-5 Seizure List 

2 Ext-1(1) Signature of PW-5 

3 Ext-1(2) Signature of PW-7 

4 Ext-2/PW-6 Medical Report  

5 Ext-2(1) Signature of PW-6 

6 Ext-3/PW-7 FIR  

7 Ext-3(1) Signature of O/C of Jamuguri PS 
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7 Ext-4/PW-7 Sketch Map 

8 Ext-4(1) Signature of PW-7 

9 Ext-5/PW-7 Charge Sheet  

10 Ext-5(1) Signature of SI Umesh Bordoloi 

 

B. Defence: 

Sr. No. Exhibit Number Description 

NIL NIL NIL 

 

C. Court Exhibits: 

Sr. No. Exhibit Number Description 

NIL NIL NIL 

 

D. Material Objects: 

Sr. No. Exhibit Number Description 

NIL NIL  NIL 

 

 
      Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

                                       Sonitpur: Tezpur 


